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The following communication, came to to close the Colonial ports against our vesselsnn tnn loto -T/x»
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too late for insertion
in our
last
num and, 4thly.
No information has been received no colonies, reciprocity of privileges, but it I try1 of which the goods» are the growth, pro_
here from any British Colonial port, except requires that, in consideration of the permis-1 duction, or manufacture
manufacture, or
or from which such
ber, for which it was intended.
JAMES K. REMICH,
sion to import their produce into the British ! goods, wares, or merchàndi
Halifax, of such intention.”
------------ ise, can only be,
Colonies, and to export therefrom produce or most usually are,
first
shipped for trans
1
his
letter
was
published
in
the
American
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
those colonies to any foreign country, ex portation : -Proutded nevertheless,' that this
Gazettes ; a copy of it was furnished to of
cept
Great
Britain,
those
Powers
should
at
regulation shall not,extend to the vessels of
It is the obvious duty of man to avail him Mr. Vaughan, which he is understood to once extend to the commerce and navigation any
COMMOTXOATIO^S.
fjieign nation Which has not adopted
transmitted to his Government. And ofthe United Kingdom, and its possessions
self of every circumstance and event calcula have
it is believed to have had some effect abroad, the full measure of all commercial and which, shall not adopt a similar regula
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
ted to furnish matter for useful reflections. in
°
producing the revocation of an order privileges which they may have granted to tion.--------------------------------- '
As another year with all its political, moral
Great Britain had, long prior to the pas
°?1 r? local government, by which the port .the
■
and
religious
events
is
about
to
be
numbered
most
favored
nation.
It
is
impossible
Extracts from the life, and writings cf
sage of that^act» adopted, and continues to
with those “ beyond the flood,” it may be a of Halifax was to have been closed a- not to sée that this discrimination, made by enforce
the restriction on which it is found
William Penn.
gainst vessels ofthe United States from the
proper season for us to pause and consider fifth
the
act
of
Parliament
between
different
for

of January last. The order was, in fact, eign powérs, operates exclusively upon the ed ; whilst almost all other nations have
In the year 16Z5, William Penn continued how rapidly time is bearing us upon her
living at Rickmansworth, where, as in other broad pinions, towards the confines of a bound from whatever cause, revoked. And as that United States. All the maritime Stateshave abstained from incorporating it in their
places he became eminent as a minister ofthe less eternity. We have had measured out to port, and all other British Colonial ports, re colonies, and therefore will be let into the navigation cedes. A.vessel, therefore, of
Gospel. In his own neighborhood he had con us by the divine munificence another span of mained, after that,day, open to our vessels, trade with the British Colonies upon the less tae United States, on entering' a British
verted many ; and from this cause, as well as life. Although it has passed almost imper we were confirmed in the belief that the act, onerous conditions. The United States are pore being limited by British law, to the
from a desire which others of his own society ceptibly away, yet it has not been a mere in the present state of the relations of the the only Power, not having colonies, which introduction of goods, the produce of the
United States, a British vessel, oh enter
had to live near him, the country about Rick void. It has been richly fraught with golden two countries, was not intended to be enfor
or is ever likely to trade in any ex ing their ports,'is limited to the introduc
mansworth began to. abound with Quakers. privileges and the choicest mercies of heaven. ced on the commerce of the United States. trades,
tent
with
British
Cofonies.
And,
if
they
ation
of goods being of British produce; whilst
This latter circumstance occasioned him to The triumphs of the glorious gospel have ! Phis belief was further strengthened by the lone had been named in the second class of
be brought forward again as a public dispu - been extended ; its trophies have been nun> i terms ofthe fourth section of the act, which Powers described in the act, the application ' tiie vessels of all other nations, which have
tant; for the celebrated Richard Baxter, bered by thousands.—Many who at the com- i are : « And whereas, by the law of naviga of its more burdensome conditions would not, not adopted the restrictive regulations, are
who was then passing that way, when he mencement of the year “ set in darkness in th,e tion, foreign ships are permitted to irnport in. that case, have been exclusively confined allowed, on entering a port of the United
btai.es, to introduce any foreign produce
saw so many of the inhabitants of this des region and shadow of death have seen great into any of the British possessions abroad, to
them. The trade of the United’States will
cription, began to be alarmed for their situa light,” they have been delivered from the u- from the countries to which they belong, bear an advantageous comparisoh with the whatever, by paying the aljen and discrim
of thW
countries and to trade of any ofthe Colonial Powers, either in inating duties from which vessels ofthe Uni
tion. He considered them as little better sual tyranny-of sin and brought into the neace- goods the produce
> c
than lost people, and was therefore desirous ful liberty ofthe Son of God. The mists of ruSfort
to be its amount, or the value or variety of the ar ted states are exempted.
^uch Possep'
By particular arrangement with various
of preaching to them, in order, to use his ignorance have in some degree been driven And wbr-r anY
ticles which it comprehends; is greatly su pc. ej's, some by treaty, and others by sepaown words“ that they might once hear what by the lidit of science from onr Sip/t ni And whereas it is expedient that such per- perior
to
that
of
most
of
them,
and
justly
en

h
sh.OQ,d
subject to certain. condilate but reciprocal acts ofthe Governments
was to be said for their recovery.” This atmospkfreIn ou" land « well
tiles us to demand from Great Britain as fa
coming to the ears of William Penn, he wrote other sections of the globe, Providence Ims * Up"8 = t?e lt^herefo;’e enacted, that the priv- vorable terms as those which are extended or the United States and those Powers, the
alien duties ofthe United States are abolishto Baxter, and one letter followed another, till been bountiful in the bestowment of temporal | be8 limited6 fo tht^hin^
to any of them. It is true that the act holds
s
and their vessels and those
at length it was mutually agreed that they favors. But there is another side to this nic-1 i '
• h d • 1 °A those countnes out the idea of some mitigation of these con
should hold a public controversy on some of ture—Death has also reigned and thousands i Xp
? colon’al Passions shall grant ditions in the authority confided to the King.' °t the United States, are allowed the recip
rocal
liberty
of importation and exportation,
the most essential articles of the Quaker faith. have fallen victims to his relentless power— '
;lke *eRs °*trat in^ w,th 111086 Pos’ But on what considerations his Brittanic Ma
at the same rate of duty, upon both ship and
Whatz these particular articles were, we have Infidelity has stalked abroad with its brazen I t-V t.°.Bntlsh s.h’P8» °r
which, not hav- jesty might be induced, by his Order in cargo.
1
ccwn]al Passions shall place the com- Council, to exercise the dispensing power
not the means of ascertaining. It is certain, front—Iniquity has spread its direful influ^ 1
and- nav,Sat1011 of this country, and of vested in him, is not stated in the act itself, io£huS’bythe actof Congress of January,
/however, that the parties met, and that they ence and “ the love of many has waled cold ”i ?
met at Rickmansworth. It is known also, Man has swelled his score of guilt to such eP°Jsessioos abroad, upon the footing of the nor have they been disclosed by any Order in 18^4 “ so much of the several acts impos
that the controversy began at ten in the normity aS to call for the ire o?him who s a S^ordeVin Con^'iV “ft8-h“ MajCS^ b?' Council, or in any other manner which has ing duties on the tonnage of vessels in th®
ports of the United States, as imposes a.
morning, and lasted till five in the afternoon ; “ jealous God, and consuming fi-e ” We see ! •?
d7 . *ounc11’ sha11’,n,
case’ deein
to our knowledge. The very invest discriminating duty between foreign vessels
vvewith
see pt expedient to grant the whole, or any of come
and that the disputants addressed themselves, much in all this to inspire our hearts
Went
of
such
a
power,
I
repeat,
implied
each in turn to two rooms filled with people, gratitude to our great Benefactor, to humble j such privileges to the ships of any foreign friendly explanations and discussions, and and vessels of the United States, is hereby
among whom, were one lord, two knights, and our souls and to arouse us to a sense of the im country, although the conditions aforesaid consequently the means of negotiation with suspended, so far as respects vessels truly
shall not, in all respects, be fulfilled by such the British Government now rejects as alto & wholly belonging to subjects or citizens of
four clergymen of the established Church.
portance of a preparation for the events and foreign
the Kingdom of the Netherlands, of Pi ■ussia,
country.”
Of the issue of this controversy we can find duties of a new year.
OMEGA.
gether inifomissable. Being, therefore, unaNow his Britannic Majesty was thereby ble to ascertain the undivulged considerations oi tae Imperial Hanseatic Cities of Hamburg,
no record. Richard Baxter seems to have
authorized, by his ,Order in Council if he which might have led to some relaxation or' Lubec, and Bremen, ofthe Dukedom of Ol
been satisfied with himself on the occasion,
should, in any cas,e, deem it expedient, to variation ofthe conditions of the act of Par denburg, of the Kingdom of Norway, of the
for he says in allusion to it, “ that the success
pape s
grant the whole or any of the privileges liament, we are confined to an examination Kingdom of Sardinia, and of the Empire of
of it gave him cause to believe that it was not
Russia.” And it enacts a like suspension of
mentioned hi the section to the ships of any of those Specific conditions themselves.
labour lost.” William Penn, on the other
the discriminating duties on the cargo of any
foreign country, “ although the conditions
hand, spoke of it with some confidence; for, On our Relations with Great Britain.
They require that the United States, to of the vessels of those several countries*
aforesaid shall not, in all respects be fulfilled
in a letter which he addressed to Richard
themselves to the permission of im
But it further enacts that the suspension of
DOCUMENTS
by such foreign country.” This investment entitle
Baxter soon afterwards, he stated, “ that if
portation and exportation which is granted
he had taken the advantage of him, he could EROM THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE, (ACCOM of power in the Crown to dispense with a by the British law of navigation, should place those duties shall “ continue in behalf of each
strict compliance with the conditions of the the commerce and navigation of the United of the abovementioned nations, on condition
have rendered him more ridiculous than he
PANYING THE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE.)
act in relation to any powers like the United Kingdom, and of its possessions abroad, u pon that, and so long as, the vessels of the United
feared his principles of love would have
. JVb. 14*
States, not having colonies, seemed neces the footing of the most favored nation. The States, and truly and wholly belonging to the
borne.” From the same letter we have rea
CONCLUDED. sarily to imply discussion, and consequently first observation occurring is, that, at the ve citizens thereof, and all goocls and merchan
son to think that the meeting was not well
negotiation with such Powers. It is not the ry moment when the British Government is dise ofthe produce and manufacture thereof,
conducted; for William Penn says, that “ if
laden therein and imported into any of the
In the mean time, and before the necessary object, in bringing forward the facts and ob
he should be informed, when Richard Bax
putting forth the new principle that the reg
ter’s occasions would admit a debate more arrangements could be made for your depart servations which have been stated in vindi ulation of the trade of the parent country and said nations in Europe, respectively, shall be
methodically, and like true disputation, ure, a letter from Mr. King, under date the cation ofthe American Government, to con of its colonies, depends upon two rules, es exempted from all and every discriminating
(which he judged more suitable before the 21st day of March, 1826, was received, desir vey any reproaches against that of Great sentially different, the one admitting, and duty of impost and tonnage, direct or indirect,
same audience,) he would endeavour to com ing permission to return, which was prompt Britain, on account of the late unexpected the other excluding all consultation with whatsoever, other or higher than is levied
ply, though he was not without weighty af ly granted, and you were immediately ap resolutipn which it has taken. These facts foreign States ; this act confounds them to .upon the vessels and merchandise therein
fairs almost continually on his hands to furnish pointed., by and with the advice and consent and observations, however, show that it ought gether, and requires not merely that we imported, belonging to the subjects or citi
zens of each of the said nations, respectiveof the Senate, to succeed him. Without any not to excite any surprise that the Congress
him with an excuse.
should place the British colonies upon the
This letter and the public dispute precede unnecessary delay you proceeded on your of the United States declined legislation on a footing of the most favored' colonies, but that
1 hus, therefore, to comply vzith the con
ing it gave rise to a correspondence between mission, charged with instructions framed in matter which if appeared to them was b.oth to entitle us to enjoy the privileges of an inthe parties, in which several oy-i.T letter?
; l • "be m<**t ».mica ole spirit, to renew the sus- most fitting in itseffi and preferred by Great terco.vrM* with those colonies,, we must com- ditions of the act of Parliament, we must,
- - - contents
¡ penocdnegouau..n
on all pdrnts.'
1st, nave allowed British vessels to impo'rt
Britain, tUTu? sc-tded by
tea) aifoi luvcLdly !
were exchanged. Ofthe
of those
with
p a:
■
n.tcd Blates the produce of any
written by Richard Baxter we can find noth i It is now necessary to turn back to the arrangement. When deliberating on the igation and commerce, both of the parent
ing, except what may be inferred from those I British act of Parliament of July, 1825 That only proposition which was made during country and all its possessions abroad, on the foreign country whatever, upon the payment
ot the hlien duties, although vessels of the.
which are extant of William Penn. We ! act has never, to this moment, been officially their last session, that of a simple repeal of all footing of the most favored nation.
United States are, and should have remained,
shall therefore pass both of them over, ob ■ communicated to the American Government discriminating duties, which it now appears
The
first
difficulty
which
is
encountered,
serving only, that William Penn’s,last letter [ by that of Great Britain, and it reached us would have been unavailing, and would have in ascertaining the precise nature and extent prohibited to import into British ports like
produce upon any terms whatever. And 2dly,
fallen far short of British expectations, they
manifested a spirit of forgiveness which ex ' only through other channels.
We did not suppose, whatever may be the were unaware that they were acting under of the conditions prescribed by the act of we must have abolished or suspended our
alted his character, and a spirit, by which it
Parliament,
is,
that
it
furnishes
no
definition
was apparent, that whatever he might think ' general terms of its enactments, that it was the pains and penalty of a British act of Par of the terms, “ the most favored nation,” discriminating duties, placing Great Britain
of the doctrine or temper of his opponent, he i intended to be applied to the United States, liament, suspended over their heads ; a non- which it employs. According to ,one inter upon the footing of the most favored nation,
believed in the soundness of his heart. The i until at least the experiment of the renewed rompliance with the strict conditions of which, pretation of those terms, they import the in whose behalf we had abolished or suspend
-conclusion of it was this: “ in which dear love negotiation should have been tried, and should subjected the U. States not only to the forfeit gratuitous concession of commercial privi ed them, although it now appears, from the
of God, Richard Baxter, Ido forgive thee, have failed. We entertain that supposition ure of all intercourse with the British Colo leges. According to another, they imply the averment of Mr. Canning, that duties of at
and desire thy good and felicity. And when because both parties, by all their correspon nies, but was to be attended with the further nation which enjoys the greatest amount of least an equal amount, have been, since the '
ofthe Order in Council, in the year
I read thy letter, the many severities therein dence and public acts, "appeared to regard consequence of terminating all negotiation commercial privilege, whether granted with adoption
1823, and now are, levied upon American
could not deter me from saying that I could the renewed negotiation as the means of set even between the parties.
or without equivalents.
vessels and their cargoes in British Colonial
I will .now proceed to a consideration of
freely give thee an apartment in my house tling the existing difference. We had other
That the first was not the sense in which ports.
and liberty therein ; that I could visit* and cogent reasons for that supposition. If the the specific conditions, required by the act the British Government intended to use
So stood our law, and such must have been
yet discourse with thee in much tender love, British Government.intended irrevocably to of Parliament, the npn-fulfillr ent of which those terms, we conjectured ; because, if it
notwithstanding this hard entertainment abide by the conditions which the act of Par is the professed ground of the late British were, nothing remained to be done by the our compliance with the conditions of the
Act of Parliament at the time of its passage.
from thee. I am, without harder words, thy liament prescribed, we believed, not only Order in Council. Thfese conditions are un American Government to bring itself within But
we suppose it to have been the under
that it would have been officially communi derstood to be contained in the fourth section
sincere and loving friend, William Penn.”
the
conditions
of
the
act
of
Parliament,
and
of the British Government, that, ‘if,
In the course of this year, Matthew Hide, cated with a notification to that effect but of the act, which begins by reciting, “ And we apprehended that the British Government standing
to that period, we should grant to
who had been very troublesome in the Qua that the British Minister would have been in whereas, by the law of navigation, foreign required some positive act. Great Britain, subsequent
any foreign nation still greater privileges than
ker’s meetings, by interrupting and opposing structed to give such information as might ships are permitted to import into any of the in that sense of the term, is, in respect to the those
above described, by treaty or other
their ministers when in the performance of be necessary to enable us clearly to compre British possessions abroad, from the coun commerce and navigation both of the parent
its provisions.
tries to which they belong, goops the produce country and its possessions abroad, on the wise, in consideration of equivalents or not,
their worship, became sick, and being on his hend
such more extensive privileges must have
This information toa Foreign Government of those~c6untries,Ava\ to export goods from
death-bed, and under great rembrse of con
footing of the most favored nation.—What
science for what he had done, he could not be could not be deemed altogether unreasonable such possessions to be carried to any foreign ever commercial privileges are granted by immediately accrued to the United Kingdom
easy till he had sent for George Whitehead in respect to an act of Parliament, extreme country whatever : And whereas, it is expe the United States to any foreign nation, by and its possessions abroad, upon the rule of
& others of the society, to express to them the ly complicated, spread out into eighty-six dient that such permission should be subject act of Congress, or by treaties, are founded the most favored nation, or we must have
ourselves to the forfeiture of the
sorrow he felt for the'opposition he had given sections, besides various tables, and which to certain conditions.” It then proceeds to upon equivalents. Holding out the principle subjected
colonial trade, denounced by the Act of Par
them as:a people. This gave occasion to Wil was accompanied by a contemporaneous act enact, in respect to countries m c having co of fair reciprocity to all nations, we neither liament.
relating
to
the
same
subject
;
also,
containing
lonial possessions. “ That th? privileges ask, nor profess to bestow, commercial boons.
liam Penn to publish a small work, which he
Now, subsequently to the date of that act*
called “ Saul smitten to the ground, being a numerous provisions, and both refering to thereby granted to foreign snips shall be Thus, in respect to alien or discriminating
other
acts
of
Parliament,
the
titles
of
some
limited to the ships of those countries (not duties, we have not abolished them in behalf to wit, on the 6th December last, we conclu
brief but faithful narrative of the dying re
morse of a late living enemy (to the people of which are not even recited. Not only was i having colonial possessions) which shall place of any nation which has not professed to a- ded a treaty with the Republic of the Feder
called Quakers, and their faith and worship) no such information ever communicated, but ! the commerce, and navigation of this country bolish them as to us. If they are now levied ation of the Centre of America, which, hav
ing been afterwards ratified by both parties*
Matthew Hide* attested by ear and eye wit you will perceive, from the accompanying j and of its possessions abroad, upon the footing upon British vessels, coming to the United' is
now in full operation. By this treaty it is
nesses ; whereof his widow was one :—pub correspondence with Mr. Vaughan in the ; of the most favored nation, unless his Majes- States from British colonies, countervailing
lished in honour to God, for a warning to last month, that, up to that time, he was not} ty, by his order in Council, shall, in any case, duties are now also levied upon American stipulated, that whatever can be exported
gainsayers, and a confirmation to the honest provided with instructions to afford a satis-! deem it expedient to grant the whole or any vessels entering British colonies, and have from, or imported into, either country, in its
factory answer to the inquiry, whether, ac- such privileges to the ships of . . ry foreum been constantly, as Mr. Canning declar :s, own vessels, to or from any foreign place
hearted.”
He wrote also a letter to a Roman Catho cording to the British interpretation of the country, although the condition,à aforesaid ‘from 1823. If the amount of AmeJcan tón- whatever; may, fo like manner, be exported
Imported in the vessels ofthe other coun
lic, but the occasion of it is not mentioned. act of Parliament, American vessels may shall not, in all respects be fuffil. d by such nage admitted to <. uy in British colon or
this act of ial ports, and ot British tonnage enter try, the vessel Skd the cargo paying, in both
“ The Church of Rome (he said) had lost trade between the British colonies and for- foreign country.” In consider.
cases, the same and no higher duties, and
her chastity, having taken in discipline and eign countries, other than the United King- , Parliament, the first circumstancd which ing American ports from British colonies, consequently
neither paying the Alien Du
principles which were neither of Christ, nor dom, in like ,manner with British vessels ; commands attention is the marked difference were exactly equal, the collection of duties ties. If we had
entitled ourselves, by the
to be found in the holy scriptures. She had and wheviier ail discriminating duties and which it makes in the concrfo.s required on one side would neutralize the collection on fulfillment of the required
conditions, to aa in
departed from the simplicity, purity, meek charges imposed, either by the local authori- ; of foreign Powers, between those whicli^ have the other. But, as there is much more A- tercourse with the B. Colonies,
we would now
~
, those which
. have
.. _ n ne. From
ness, patience, and self-denial of the first ties or by the British Parliament, between ' colonies and
ra'crican than British tonnage employed in
obliged in order to retain the right to that
churches. They only were Christ’s who vessels of the United States and British ves the colonial Powers it only de uands that the colonial trade, we pay a greater amount be
intercourse, to allow British vessels, both of
: they should grant to British ships privileges
took up their cross against the glory and sels, have been abolished.
The importance of the latter inquiry was ! of trading with their colonies, like those of those duties than Great Britain. And, the parent country and its possessions abroad,
- spirit of the world. It was a mistake to think
consequently
if
there
were
cause
of
complaint
a liberty of exportation and importation co 
that to be a church of Christ which had lost increased by information which had reached which the British law of navigation grants to on either side, on account of their existence, extensive
with that of the vessels of the Uni
its heavenly qualifications, because it once us, that lately, during the present year, the ' those. Powers, of trading with the British it would be with us'. It could not, therefore,
—
auUl Powers
luWvrs have been in the first, but must have been ted States, although the interdict ofthe Brit
: that is to say, that such
was; for what had became of Antioch and Government of Nova Scotia had passed an colonies
should remain in full
Jerusalem, both churches of Christ and be act by which American vessels were subject- should allow to British vessels the privilege in the second, meaning of the terms, that ish law ofonnavigation
the vessels of the United States.
fore Rome ?”—He then called the Roman ed to higher duties or charges than British., of importing British produce into their colo-. the^ are employed in the act of Parliament. operation
If we are mistaken in the extent ofthe con
Catholic’s attention to the New' Dispensation, That we sincerely believed that negotiation, ! nies, and of exporting goods therefrom, to be
Great Britain is understood, then, to have
required by the British Government*
which he and his friends were promoting’ and not legislation, was the means by which carried to any country whatever, except the demanded that the United Kingdom and its cessions
place the United Kingdom and its posses
and exhorted him “ to build no more upon the it was expected an arrangement was'to be ef- 1 parent country. But, from the Powers hav- possessions abroad, should be allowed to en to
abroad, on the footing of the most fa
fancies and traditions of men, but upon Christ fected by the parties, will further appear i,ing no colonies, the act demands that they joy, in the ports of the United States, the sions
vored nation, the best and most friendly mode
the sure foundation, as he appeared in the from a letter addressed by me, on the 25th should place the commerce and navigation, greatest, extent of commercial privileges of
correcting
our error would have been to
day of December, 1825, to a member of Con- ; both of the United Kingdom and its posses- which we have granted, no matter upon fvhat
consciences of men.”
accompanied an offici d communication
After this William Penn was engaged in gress, à copy of which is herewith transmit- ! sions abroad, upon the footing of the most fa- ample equivalent, to any foreign nation what have
of the act of Parliament with a full and frank
an arbitration between John Renwick, and ted. In that letter the opinion is expressed [ vored nation. With the Colonial Powers ever. In order to ascertain the latitude of explanation
of those conditions, the perform
Edward B-llinge, two members of his own that the British Government could not have ! the act proposes an exchange of Colonial concession thus required, it is necessary to ance of which,
on our part, would have satis
religious society, who had purchased of Lord intended to apply the act of Parliament of I trade for Colonial trade exclusive of the trade glance, and it shall be done as rapidly as pos fied that Government.
By withholding all
... With Powers not sible, at the state of our commercial relations
Berkele his half share of New Jersey in 5th July, 1825, to the intercourse between j of the parent country,
explanation, if the Congress of the U. States
‘
1 ’ it proposes to give the Brit with other forbign Powers.
colonies
North America. In the course of this arbi the United States and the British colonies, ' ’having
had legislated on that subject at its last ses
tration he stated, that the original of the dis because “ 1st. It would be inconsistent with ish Colonial trade only in exchange for a
By the general law of navigation (see 6th sion it must have acted either, 1st, upon the
pute reflected upon both parties, and what professions made by that Government to this, trade between those powers and thy United vol. ofthe laws of the United States, page exposition
of the conditions of the act of Par
was worse, upon Truth, that is, upon their and with negotiations betweeu the two Gov Kingdom, and all its possessions abroad. 180) it is enacted, that, after the 30th day of
now given ; or 2ndly, upon the views
religious profession as Quakers. And “ I am ernments contemplated, if not yet resumed : From the Colonial Powers it asks nothing but September, 1818, “ no goods, wares, or liament
the British Government, as disclosed in
sofry that a toy,, a trifle, should thus rob men 2dly. No notice has been given at Washing mere reciprocity ; which, viewing the* vast merchandise, shall be imported into the of
the negotiations of 1824. It could not have
of their time, quiet, and a nioreprofitable em ton or at London, of such a purpose as that extent of the British Colonies, in comparison United States from any foreign port or place, conformed to the conditions ofthe act of Par
which, for the first, time, is indicated at Hal- I with
____those
c________
7 .other
..................................
of any
Power, is only .......
nomploy.”
* opt in vessels of the United States, or in liament, as we understand them, without a
ifax : Sdly. The British Minister here is un- j inal. The act, on the contrary,’is not satisfi- ex
( To be continued. ]
such foreign vessels as truly and wholly be
advised by his Government of any intention ! ed vfith demanding from the Powers having long to the. citizens or subjects of that coun- manifest sacrifice of the interests of the Peo
ple ofthe United States, and an abandonment
PUBLISHED RT
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As you will be in possession of many valua
that the right or disposition any where
of those principles of reciprocity for which iat London, to treat of the Colonial intercourse, tent of that doulaiu, connected with its Capa lieve
to cede our soil, under the pretext of ble documents relating to this subject, I shall
they have ever contenderd in all their nego- 1whenever it may be their desire or inclina city of production, renders it adequate to the exists
sustenance of many hundreds of thousands of adjusting a limit, which would be an abuse in here submit it with these additional remarks
Rations with foreign Powers. It now appears 1tion to negotiate on that subject.
which neither the people nor governments only that; a provisión for the best mode of
that it would have been unavailing if Con-, I am, with great respect, your obedient inhabitants. P emembering that a sound y eo- of the Union or the States would acquiesce, prison discipline is found to be no less impor
manry is the best treasure of a State, and a
H. CLAY.
gre^shad legislated in compliance with the iservant,
soil well cultivated by them its best reliance we may safely anticipate that our landmarks tant than that for all the other proce
views of the British Government, as present- (
for permanent prosperity, your will not-fail will be held sacred and that our inalienable dures combined, and that if this be true, you
edrin the negotiation of 1824. According to
will see strongly commended to your consid
duly to estimate the importance of exercis sovereignty will be respected.
those views, that Government was then will
My immediate predecessor has solicited eration some farther aid to the Warden of
ing, strenuously, your legitimate authority’for
ing that the trade between the Colonies and
the documents contemplated by a resolve of the State Prison, in regard to enlarging the
the United States should continue restricted, NINETEENTH CONGRESS....SECOND SESSION. planting human life and human happiness on a former legislature relative to our boundary, building, and to other objects.
those vast wilds subject to the jurisdiction of
as it then was, by the laws of the two coun
The. Massachusetts claim, from a compli
this government. Thus the physical and and I cannot but hope that the person applied
l.V SENATE.
tries, to the direct intercourse/; that is to say,
moral power of the community will be in to will find the obligations of his situation so cation of causes, remains unsettled; but, rest
TUESDAY, DEC. 26.
that a British vessel clearing from the United
on the magnanimity and sense of justice of
Continuation of Cumberland Road. Mr. creased, and every burden requiring a com modified, as to admit his furnishing the prop ing
States for a Colonial port, should be bound to
er officers of this State that information by the representatives of the nation, we ought
land its cargo in that port; and an American Noble, asked and obtained leave to bring in a mon support will be light on the multiplied which it may be prepared to judge correctly not to doubt tl «at they will provide compen
. .
•
vessel, clearing from the Colonfesfor the U. bill for the continuation of the Cumberland hands which will sustain it.
The part of Maine especially requiring this of the rights of the Union, and of a foreign sation for those services rendered to the
States, should be bound to land its cargo in Road.
great creative and improving work, under nation, in connection with that independent country by its citizens and soldiers, during a
them.-—But, without any intimation to us,
your
care, is that traversed by the Penobscot right which it ought to maintain, so far as period of danger. From the Congress of the
WEDNESDAY,
DEC.
27.
through the regular diplomatic channels, of
and
its
tributaries, presenting a sum of boat the prudent application of all its justifiable United States, composed of worthy states
The
following
resolution
was
agreed
to
:
an alteration in her views, Great Britain has
men and patriots, we may expect the liberal
.
able
waters
of many hundred miles in length, means will permit.
Resolved,
That
the
Committee
on
Milita

now changed them, and on the 11th Septem
I shall not fail to inform the President of policy, the moderate temper, impartial dis
ber, 1826, for the first time announces her ry Affairs, be instructed to inquire into the and easilv to be connected with the St. Croix, the United States, not only,of the confidence position, and conciliatory measures, at once
determination not “ to consent to enter into expediency of providing for the establishment the St. Johns, and the St. Lawrence, in or we have in his regard for our rights and in suitableto the parental relations of the Un
any renewed negotiation upon the intercourse of a military post on the trading route be near the British Provinces. It would be proper also, here, particularly terests, but of our solicitude to be able to add ion to the States, and the obligations of the
between the United. States and the British tween Missouri and Mexico, for the protec
to notice the inducements to facilitate com to the other causes of our respectful Consid government to its militia. That assembly
colonies, so long as the pretention [the above tion of that trade.
eration, & compliance with our wishes in the cannot fail, eventually, to yield the protection
The bill giving further compensation to munication with the Canadas from the particular named, unless you shall indicate a and reward guaranteed by the spirit of the
restriction as to the direct intercourse] re
corded in the act of 1823,, and there applied the captains and subalterns of the army of the Kennebec, if I had not reasons for depending different course of procedure.
constitution to those who defend the nation,,
on the public spirited activity and the lauda
to British Colonies alone, remains part of the United States in certain cases, fiassed.
Taking, at last, a general view of the topic, and will not be guilty of the injustice of punble vigilance over the common interests of
law of the United States.” And .we are also
the inhabitants along that river for fflie dis which, from its importance has led me to isning patriotic citizens for alleged contuma
THURSDAY, DEC. 28.
gi ven to understand, “ that the British Gov
notice so many points, I may be allowed, cy in their officers. It will not risk the gen
ernment further owes it to the spirit of frank
Agreeably to the order of the day, the Sen play of all the facts and reasonings you may even without reference to special legislation, eral safety and welfare by proclaiming that
ness which it wishes to cultivate, in all its ate resumed as in Committee of the Whole, wish to receive-on the subject.
The most remote settlers of the domain I to say, that although we are much indebted any act, rendered in the defence of the coun 
relations with the United States/to declare, the bill to establish “ an uniform svstem of
to one of our citizens for his exertions in this try, in time of war, shall be thrown out of the
that, after having been compelled to apply to Bankruptcy throughout the United States have mentioned, as an object of. our first at respect, yet the production of a good map Cognizance of the people of this confederacy.
any country the interdict prescribed by the together with the amendments reported tention, are few and scarce. To extend to and gazetteer,, with correct statistical ac
The nature of the circumstances on which
the privations of their situation and to the en
act of 1825, the British Government canpot thereto by the Select Committee.
counts, are indispensable for our guidance in a portion of that claim is founded, and the
couragement
of
others
all
the
advantages
of
hold itself bound to remove that interdict, as
The Senate proceeded to consider, several
many particulars as legislative or executive prompt action exhibited at the moment when,
a matter of course, whenever it may happen ly the amendments reported by the Com which we can efeable our countrymen to par officers, and would be exceedingly valuable the apprehension of invasion was roused, are
take,
and
then
to
furnish-all
the
facilities
we
to suit the convenience of the foreign Gov mittee ; the object of which being explained,
proofs of the mistaken views of those who
the people at large.
ernment to reconsider the measures by which bv Messrs. Havne and Berrien, they were a- can command for a gradual and continuous to'Another
object qf attention,always com have reiterated their complaints as to the
the application of that interdict was_ occa g-reed to These amendments embraced ver progress ofimproverhent, will be to discharge manding the deepest interest, is that of edu imperfection of our militia system, and pro
sioned.” The pretension referred to is the bal corrections and new provisions. Among that primary duty which is supported by pol cation. As jurors are the best bulwark of posed their numberless visions of improve
exact counterpart of a similar pre-existing the most important of the latter were the fol icy, and which public sentiment will approve, our civil rights, as well informed magistrates ment, among which no One seems to me mor©
pretension, contained in the act of Parlia lowing* That one general Commissioner of as neither deficient through illiberality nor are an honor and defence in a. republic, as dangerous or unnecessrry than applying,
ment of 1822. The British Government does Bankruptcy should be appointed in every Ju extravagant through disregard of useful e- moral and intelligent citizens constitute the much farther than the provisions of existing
not appear to have reflected, that its rejection dicial D strictThat household furniture conomy. Let us then finish our almost val pride, security and happiness of a country, laws warrant, the authority of the United
to all negotiation on the subject deprives it not exceeding in value two hundred .dollars ueless, while imperfect labprs, for the open we are bound to promote the improvement States, already adequate to placing all our
cf the best of the only two modes of getting shou’d at the discretion of the Commission- ing communication along the lower part of the of the mind. Instruction may add to the re troops in actual service, if the constitutional
rid of the exceptionable restriction.
be reserved to the Bankrupt: That a com- Penobscot, and in other places, with the citi sources of every individual, extend his capa emergencies shall so require. Our citizen,
From what has now been advanced, it has -out'v n between debtors and creditors should- zens whose enterprising spirit has placed city of usefulness, and enlarge the sphere soldiers are well armed, equipped and organ
been established——1st, That the Colonial
’lu'v. ’ wherebv the former could by a them in retired situations, and then, by a of our political blessings. It is not, therefore, ized, and with the love of honor, and the love
trade was a fit subject for the adjustment, l£y snr^n-for of their property, and with the as- slow and gradual advancement» spread be an unmeaning ceremony in me to oner you of country which prevails among them, are
friendly negotiation between the two Powers, . sent ofthre« -fourths of their creditors in num- yond, the proofs of the beneficent, prudents, my congratulations on the efficient system of as safely to be relied upon as if disciplined
of the conditions on which it should be carri ber and value, become entitled to the benefit and generous character of the State.
If the United States shall adopt à system intellectual cultivation our predecessors have with the utmost exactness practicable under
ed on ; 2dly, that it has been long, and often, of the bill.
for
a proportional distribution of their surplus; formed, on the cordial support it has receiv- apeace establishment. Thinking that when,
in fact, a subject of negotiation between them ;
The Senate then adjourned.
fands to promote internal
ed. and on the great benefit, it has prodneed. we are well we ought to be so far contented
and, 3dly, that the American Government
Maine
may
derive
some
aid
from
that
sourceIt
is believed that no State has a plan 101 the as not to try rash experiments, I may with,
was bound to conclude, from every thing which HOUSE OF REPRESEJVTATIVES.
hut
we
have
already
arrived
at
the
threatendissemination
of knowledge more equal and diffidence express the hope that we shall not
passed between the two Governments, that
TUESDAY, DEC. 26.
ing
aera
in
our
history,
when
the
doctrine,
universal
in
its
application, better calculated engage in those of a national militia army.
both parties entertained the expectation that
PANAMA CONGRESS.
directly tending to partiality and corruption, to raise the level of public intelligence and There appears to me however, to be one de
it was to be arranged by negotiation, and on
The Speaker laid before the House a Mes Sc to
to fortifying
fortifying the bribing
of „govern- common worth, or more admirably aaapt^a fect in our regulations on this subject. The
»ribing
------o powers of^govern
ly by negotiation. It was under this full con sage, from the President of the United States Sc
to the purposes of a free people. Its charac- private is amenable for efficient penalties,
viction that your general instructions were transmitting a report from the Secretary «4 ments, has become current, that Congres- 1ter is fully displayed by saying that it con- and
controuled, in the ultimate resort, by a
;
may make appropriations, of the nature, in 1
prepared.
which, being single, produces uni
in employing education, at the common tribunal,
<
State, containing the information requested part, of gratuities, of immense revenues, with- sists
■
What may be the nature of the proposals some days ago, relative to the proceedings of out any other rule than the immediately pre- expanse,
in every village for every family, to formity of construction. It is this which imi
which you were authorized to make, upon the Congress of Ministers which assembled dominant bias of the members’ will, a doc- enlighten
the understandings and form the; parts most force to the laws in their bearing
i
the renewal of the negotiation so confidently last summer at Panama. T. he message was trine which, as the citizens of a republican principles
of our fellow citizens. 1 fie same: on him. Comparing this with the odious and
i
anticipated, it is not now proper should be ordered to be printed.
countr ., a regard for the inducing purity cf mode of proceeding also prevailing through1 futile plan of legal coertion of the officer, we
communicated to the British Government.
agency of towns & parishes» as to roads, to> see, that while each private is the object of
motive and correctness of administration will the
■
Respect for ourselves, no less than for that
instruction, and to pauperism, under’ suits, without the right of appeal to jury, or
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 27.
not permit us to see encouraged without the religious
:
Government, forbids that we should obtrude
the most lenient svstem of taxation ever de• to the recovery of costs, although subjfectA bill from the Senate giving further com- most unpleasant forebodings.
. upon their consideration proposals against n-msation to the captains and subalterns of
I am inclined to believe that there is no vised, I am proud to recommend those ob ed to them, and also to writs of error, at his
which they have deemed it proper to shut the Army of the United States, in certain one whose personal observations would not jects to your care, as having already confer own expense, in prosecution or defence, each
their fears. It will be, however, no violation cases, was read twice and referred to the impress his mind with the importance of ex red much of honorable distinction, and inval officer is considered as the being of an honest
of that respect to say, that they were of a Committee on Military Affairs.
pride and honorable sentiment, to be tried by
tinguishing the title to thé numerous Islands uable enjoyment and security to all.
character, on all the disputed points between
With two colleges, the lyceum and a large a military court of his brethren, with the aid9
in the Penobscot in those who now, and as
the two Governments, authorising us to be
THURSDAY, DEC. 28.
we have reason to fear, will always neglect number of academies, we have perhaps done and at the public expense, of a judge advo
lieve that they would be satisfactory.
On motion of Mr. Reed, it wafe
to apply cultivation to render those fertile, enough or nearly so, for the present, for the cate, and only to be punished through repri
The Government of the United States is
Resolved, That, the Committee on Naval well situated, and considerably extensive institution of seminaries of learning of the mand or removal, which perhaps he defies,
animated by the sincerest desire to maintain, Affairs be instructed to enquire mto the ex tracts as useful as consists with the prosperi higher class. At least, with the admission of either because he calculates on the favor of
•with that of Great Britain, not merely the pediency <rfestablishing aline of commumca ty of what may be called the Penobscot re some possible exceptions, the obligation of the Court, or is heedless of its sentence,
forms of courtesy and amity, but to cultivate tion from some port or place in the United gion. A former legislature authorized the improving will be greater than the occasion i This monstrous inequality seems to require
a cordial and listing friendship ; to- settle States across the Isthmus of Panama, to some purchase of them ; but, through theprejudi- of multiplying them, until we shall have a remedy. Allow me, therefore, to suggest
•every controverted question between them port or ports on the Pacific Ocean.
cesof the proprietors and the difficulty of much farther promoted the highly respecta for the determination of your better judg
upon principles of justice and reciprocity;
acting by a formal and official agency, the ble, yet unfinished, establishment of our com ment, whether it may not be useful, for the
and, by an enlarged liberality in their mutu
wise purposes of the government have not mon schools, which produce the most general purposes of creating equality of rights and
immediate advantages. If this view be just, effecting sufficient responsibility, to create a.
al intercourse, to advance the real prosperity
been accomplished.
of both. Entertaining this desire, it has
We ought not, however, under any discour the patronage of the state, if it shall choose very small board of militia officers, as a cir
learnt, with the most lively regret, the reso Gentlemen of the Senate, and of the
agement's, to-renait our efforts to accomplish to afford any, ought, first, to be directed to cuit court martial, with some new powers,,
lution of the British Government to close the
every thing which is at once commended by extending the scope of instruction and to per to take the place of the slow, expensive, and.
House
of
Refiresentatives.
'utility and sustained by justice. If we should fecting it in those schools, and to forming a heterogeneous tribunals which accomplish,
door against those friendly explanations, and
When we cast our eyes over the brief space yield
,
that frank and mutual exposition of the wish
the right of preemption so that individ new order of them for distinct female educa but little in establishing martial law oi* mili
es and views of the parties, which are or between the neriod of the separation of Maine -uals may be permitted to purchase any por tion, so that you may spread knowledge tary discipline.
Obliged to offer you my sentiments and
should be, the object of all negotiation. The from Massachusetts, and the moment now 1tion of those Island«, under regulations which evenly over the State. Meanwhile, you will
harmony of nations require that every ave passing, we cannot, as citizens of the former (§hail guard the Indians against injuries, and undoubtedly cherish the superior institutions, much restrained in the developement of the
where,
by
concentrated
means
and
energies,
’fail to be animated to unremitting dih- ‘shall secure them the avails of their sales, or
reasons by which they might be sustained, I
nue to such explanations should always be kept State,
■
fully’open. But such a free access, on all gence and exertion in pursuing that course 1the annual interest on them, I am persuaded those destined t® the liberal professions, and submit them, nevertheless, with great defer
in
which
we
have
been
advancing.
We
are
1
others,
will
be
fitted
for
their
high
duties.
ence and satisfaction, because, as to this, as
questions, appears to the Government of the
that a very desirable object will gradually be
The citizens, under that improvement of well as every other subject, your more ex
U. States to be especially desirable between witnesses of a most extraordinary develope- ,attained, consistently with the most upright
vnent
of
resources,
and
we
are
now
here
to
,
modern
ages
which
withholds
the
prosecu

tended informatiofi will be a corrective of ray
two such nations as Great Britain and the
and benevolent principles.
Unite 1 States, whose interests and happiness consult as to the welfare of a numerous pop
In connection with the same topic, I feel o- tion & punishment of crime from private ven unintentional errors, while a suitable oppor
,
are so intimately interwoven. By rejecting ulation, placed within long lines of maritime bliged
earnestly to solicit your providing care geance, having committed the dispensation tunity is, at the same time, improved to put
the Ordinary mode of treating, thro’ the es and interior frontier, engaged in a great va- .as to a concern holding close relationship, of penal law to the State, it owes that subject those sentiments to the test to which they»
tablished agency of accredited ministers, and riety of pursuits, and occupying a vast and ,not only to the property but to the reputation its constant attention. Excluding individual ought to be exposed.
With a small relative proportion of nomin
substituting to it that of mutual legislation, fertile territory. I am rejoiced to be able to of the State. It is generally kfiown that unfor pursuit, exeept when under its own sanction,
which, after all, is but another, though less announce that this population, blessed as it is \tunate collisions have happened between the and appearing in every ca«e. of violent injury al and much less of actual bank capital it
advantageous mode of negotiating, we deprive with good laws and a satisfactory admimstra- government and some of those persons en as a party, seeking to reclaim the malefactor may, nevertheless, be'well to inquire wheth
ourselves of many facilities. Congress and tiori of justice, demands but little at our hands. gaged in lumberings along the Penobscot and and to protect society, it cannot but aim to er we have not fallen into an extrefne of in
the British Parliament are numerous bodies, To continue this qosidition, so far as con itstributaries. Those persons are.depend establish the most efficient preventative and dulgence as to the number and character of
acting in different and distant spheres, and it sists with the svAr^foaWqwer. of human ent for subsistence on the branch of business, corrective measures. The comparative ex bank charters. We have sometimes seen»
is not derogating from their undoubted wis action, in a brief term of officia. hie, t he fi the pursuit of which has caused this difficul cellence of our regulations evinces that the and with more than salutary patience, many
dom and superior intelligence, to suppose that delity in us to execute what the wisdom of ty. They have acted, often, more in error regipn of first principles has been explored, of the poor distressed, and many of the rich,
their organization is not the best suited to the our predecessors has devised will- require tha'n in malice, and their employment, when and it must be admitted that an ordinary dis defrauded, injured, and mortified, by the
scarcely any other aid than that of the una conducted under the laws, has a most advan cernment would find it difficult to detect im throwing into circulation of bank bills, the
exercise of diplomatic functions in all cases.
A single word of explanation, an instanta bated enterprise, industry and morality of tageous operation on our commerce and on portant defects in those of our proceedures, counterfeits of money, and little better than
neous suggestion of the modification of a pro our fellow citizens. Indeed, recollecting that the profits of our agricultural labor : It seems antecedent to punishment, as to which a legal forgeries. If nothing less than the
posal elicited in conference, may lead to the our constitution was formed under the calm, probable, in short, that a great proportion of knowledge of motive, unattainable by man, heaviest pressure of Government authority
adjustment of a difference whe& ministers considerate and beneficent sway of patriotic the evils complained of would be avoided, could only determine the proper rule ; yet will crush this evil, it Is believed that pres
are treating face to face, which might not be sentiment, and that our laws have been en benficially in all respects, by authorizing the although our legislation and magistracy are sure should be applied, for this reason, that»
settled for a long time in a negotiation con acted under the light of the resplendent ex sale of the timber on our lands, in small par such as to inspire confidence in the security at all events, the poor, the honest, and the
ducted between two bodies, each composed amples and instructive experience of our pa cels, so as to accommodate all who may wish of social order, there are some, not I trust in unskilled are entitled to effectual aid against
of several hundred members, separated by rent republic, we shall be led to approach to avail themselves of the opportunity to pur- an unusual proportion, who, through the the oppression of powerful corporations. The
mad propensities of a corrupt nature, and an able and faithful discharge of duty by the
the Atlantic ocean. We do not mean to innovation with caution, and only after dis
by the full survey of our affairs,,
When exercising the fostering care of the undisciplined temper, connected with their Commissioners appointed to examine the
bring forward any formal complaint against covering,
alleviating the privations of uninstructed minds, are urged to brave all condition of our banks, has led to ‘ reports of
Great Britain, on account of her determina some perniciousdeformity or obvious defect. governing
tion to exclude one of the means which expe Yet while the occasion for action is thus lim, the settler, winning emigration, and chang the consequences of guilt. What those should great merit, which will be laid before you.
The financial concerns of the State will al
rience has evinced th be best adapted to the ited’, there will be something to be done to ing a wide spread wilderness in one portion be, we can only learn from a close annual re
accommodation of national differences. Our counteract the operation of moral and physic of our extensive territory to cultivated fields, vision of the operation of the causes we ap ways be a subject of deep interest with the peo
•main purpose is to show that the U. States al evils, and to break down, early, every ob’ we should not be entitled to confidence, even ply, to be judged of with a discretion unbias ple at large. Earning, generally,the means of
.are not justly chargeable with the consequen stacle to the progress of this State towards’ in our integrity, it we should not .provide.a- sed by the visionary schemes of occasional subsistence for themselves & families by slow
ces which may flow from that most unex the high station to which it may honorably gainst the intermingling of any injuries with reformers and theorists, which prove the; and laborious processes, and knowing that it
and properly aspire.
.
.
. i the beneficence we are contemplating. Mor sensibility of a merely speculative philanthro is not safe to trust even their chosen, confi
pected decision.
In the situation of every individual, and
py to be as-deleterious as the indifference of dential'agents within large limits of discre
As the only alternative which the course more particularly in that of every communi al wrong can never be ripened, except by a cruel severity.
tionary power, they will expect the disbur- elegislation, into legal right, nor can a tor
adopted by that Government has left, the ty there are deeply interesting, infinitely di bad
Living in a country where personal influ pientstobé provided for ter be directed, not
President has determined to give a signal versified, and immensely important objects tious act ever create an equitable claim. It ence avails but little, and nothing but the to the objects of an arrogating guardianship,
true that under clashing titles and oppres
proof of his anxious wish to preserve a good of embellishment and improvement; yet the is
public will expressed by the law is controul- but to the narrow, defined, legitimate objects
understanding between the two Govern labor of the prudent legislator will be direct sive evictions an afflicting and exasperating : ing, that will taking the place of superstition of government. Under this view, if I am cor
has, for a time, necessarily drawn the
ments, by laying the whole of the corres ed to calculating and proportioning means evil
law from its better principles, to a restora & despotism, must act with decisive prompt rectly informed, our predecessors have acted,
pondence, which has passed between them and ends. You may easily devise schemes tion
oi which, without infringing existing ness and eqergy, not only in civil but criminal and have conducted the public concerns with
on this subject, including the instructions to of improvement on which millions of dollars
rights, although a partial prejudice may re concerns, so as to prevent fraud and violence. an exemplary economy.—-The. particular
our several Ministers at the Court of St. might be expended from abundant wealth, sist
it, the absence of the evil and the dictates Intending these general remarks for special facts relative to this subject will appear in the
James, before Congress, at its next session. to enrich a succeeding race ; but the glory I
of
honesty,
of a policy calculated for the.! ipplicat’ion, let me add, as a consequence, annual Treasury Report.
The wisdom of that body, in the actual state of projecting such undertakings may be best good ©f all and
tome to invite us. The: that our penal code, while alike free from
There is anotherYopic, in regard to which
cf things, is alone competent to decide wheth yielded to those who can execute foein , consequencesseem
of encouraging wrongful occu■ barbarity and a self-destroying mildness, the embarrassment arising from the necessity
er the Colonial intercourse shall remain clos while we, gradually advancing in a humbler pation cf property,
'
must
carry
with
it
certainty
of
liability
and
which the records of our
of avoiding much argument or illustration on
ed, according to the pleasure of the British path, shall postpone our anticipations of a
: cf formidable consequences, according to its this occasion is such that I shall not offer you
Government, as manifested in the late Order splendid futurity to the wants of "¿he constit courts are constantly exhibiting, clearly prove own denunciation.
that in this, as in most other cases, the unac
more than a suggestion. I allude to the prac
in Council, and whether that portion of it left uents who created us.
commodating, rectitude of justice accomplish
For this reason, and being opposed on prin ticability of a moderate & gradual process of
®pen bv the Order shall remain open, yr on1
Intending, before I proceed to more gen es most for the good of mankind.
ciple to the exercise, unnecessarily, of any simplifying, systematizing, and correcting our
what conditions, compatible with the inter eral topics, to notice some of the objects to
The north eastern boundary cf our State1 executive prerogative, it is my duty to inform laws. The reverend character of the com
ests of the People of the United States, Con' which existing,circumstances invite your at
the Legislature that I shall be compelled to mon law does not leave it unexposed to the
gress is willing the trade should be placed.
tention, allow me, first, to advert to the large remains to be determined through the dila eave the responsibility of the fate of con criticism of thinking freemen ; and, cautious
You will accompany the communication of domain of our unsettled territory. Attract tory processes of a negotiation, which it is victs on them and the judiciary in most of and diffident as we must incline to be in as
the substance of this despatch, or the sub ing, as it does, emigration by its cheapness, hoped a regard for our interests may urge to .hose cases in which unforeseen circumstan sailing the production of many centuries of the
conclusion in a reasonable term. It be
stance of such part of it as you may not have fertility, &the salubrity of our climate, we are acomes
a community to be tenacious of tern ces shall not permit the happiness of pardon worlds’ best labors, he who has investigated
anticipated in any answer to Mr. C anning’s enabled to receive a large annual contribu torial possessions,
its relative politico ing, with the advice and consent of the Coun the effects of many com non law rules here
note, presented from yourself to the British tion from a considerable portion of New- importance and itswhen
self
protecting
powers ar-' cil, the < ffenders condemned under the con still dominant, will prono mee them to be bad,
Government, with the assurance that not England, of settlers whose character does
in
a
degree
involved
in
them,
and
its futur stitution and the laws, the moral energies of and w-A see that th< yare retained from re
us
honor,
and
whose
productive
labor
as
withstanding their present decision, the Gov
are paralyzeuj.by interfering with their spect only to custom, to authority, and to anwelfare
is
to
be
affected
by
retaining
or -lo - which
weiiarc
i»
tu
».
favourably
advances
our
means
as
it
most
ernment of the United States, at all times
• tiquity, Qmitting thq proofs by which ,the
ing
them
;
but
as
we
have
no
reason
to
be-1
decrees.
rapidly
promotes
their
interests.
1
he
exhereafter» will be ready, at Washington or

21. States aeaislature.

Goy. Lincoln’s Speech

NÊW GOODS.

• Abstract's of Public Documents.. ] «
correctness of this idea might be made evi- has
] been fair, open, and honourable. It is not
Th«» army
ivrmr nf
The
of rh
them TTnitpri
United Situtp«
States, wrcnrHine
according
that he has ch anged his opinions, or that
dent, I may be excused from further remarks true
1
to
the
return
of
November
last, consisted of
be
has
practiced
any
deception
or
duplicity
upon it, as the hobe of its being at a future ]
officers and privates. Of these 684 were
time useful, and the belief of its being proper to
1 promote his re-election, nor does he wish 5296
LORD
filJCGSBtJRY,
sick. The number of recruits enlisted the
to reflect upon it, are my apology for intro- to
’ obtain a single vote from any member of last year was 1325.
JOfAVE
just
received
and ate now opening,
the
Legislature
by
disguising
his
sentiments
ducing it.*'
.
The road from Pensacola to St. Augustine,
HEWS O a large and gehefal assortment of
You will, I trust, caretully revise the past or
, feelings, or by making unjust insinuations Florida, has been completed. It is 400 miles SHIP
political year, to sec If any errors have been against either of his competitors. And why long and 16 feet wide. 120 miles of the road
English^ Indict^ French^merica'ii
, he not be re-elected ? Can any man
committed or grievances suffered, for which should
,
Tampa Bay, in Florida to Colerain, in
and JVe'st India
a remedy or preventive may be applied. All be named in the State who has done more for from
have been completed by the troops.
history admonishes that a legislature, situa- its interests and prosperity, or who has done Georgia,
KENNEBUNK,
JANUARY
6.
At
Springfield
there
were
manufactured
. ted as you are, should be considered as the more for the interest and safety of the conn- during the year ending Oct. 1, 1826, 15,500
grand inquest of the State, bound to exercise try at largo, or who will be able in all hu:h their former stock, comprises a
and 34,000 wipers, screw drivers,
Arrived at Wells, on the 2d inst schr Wil which
its superintending agenev ovqr the people man probability to do more ? Will it be pre muskets,
very handsome and jeneral assortment, on
&c. At Harper’s Ferry, 10,190 muskets,
and all their officers, so as always to suppress tended that Mr. Holmes is superanuated, and 85,000 screw drivers, wipers and gun liam, Ezra Pope, master, 20 days from St. the most reasonable terms.
Kitts, with specie to Samuel Curtis & Co.
and correct not only the ambition, favoritism, and that younger men can do better t No
Kenneb \k, Jun. 3. 1827.
This vessel sailed from Kennebunk on the
and corruption of the executive, but the no man who knows him can believe it. Andis {joxes
The number of militia in the United States, 4th Nov. last and has performed her voyage
all
his
experience
worth
nothing
to
the
state
less dangerous arrogance and licentious pet
according to the returns, is 1,103,873.—.The
ulance of judicial tyranny. The officers of or the nation ? Will it be good economy to number of muskets apportioned to the militia in 60 days, having touched at 4 or 5 of the j
4West India Islands during her voyage. Left
every department may reasonably be requir sacrifice such men ? Will it be generous or in 1825, was 15,000.
at
St.
Kitts,
brig
Leo,
of
Kennebunk,
bound
just
to
permit
him
to
be
sacrificed,
either
by
ed, while they shall cheerfully submit to the
for St. Eustatia to take ih her cargo and thence
inconveniences of their own stations, always friends or enemies. It is yet believed there
INTER Strained Sperm Oil of the
voluntarily assumed, to yield a sedulous at are a goodly number who have thought and Extract of a letter to the Editor of the Balti to Norfolk.
memoranda.
first quality, just received ahd for
more Patriot, dated
tention to producing those advantages and acted with him ip times which tried men s
Saco, Dec. 30.—Ar. at Winter Harbor, sip.
WASHINGTON CITY, DEC. 26.,
sale by
. .
JOS. G. MOODY.
that comfort to the citizens, which cannot re souls, who have constantly witnessed his ex
Likewise Gentlemen’s Satin Hair Stocks
The Senate have this day ratified the Con America, Tolman; sch. Charles, Snow —
sult alone from a morose fidelity, but spring ertions for the benefit of the state and
as much from amenity of manners and the try, and who will abide by him still. His vention made in London, lay whieh the Brit 28th ult. 15 leagues from Wood Island, lost stuffed with woo-, a very warm article for
winter wear.
disposition to accommodate and oblige ; for it custom house bill alone, saves tne nation ish Government have agreed to pay one mil her Deck load of Lime.
Jan. 6.
is certain that an imperious administration, more than 100,000 dollars, annually. Is this lion two hundred and four thousand dollars
Portland, jan. 3—Ar* brig Fame, Foss,
however strictly legal, alienates the affections nothing ? It has made him enemies in every in full of all claims against them for Negroes of and for Kennebunk, 52 dys. from Demaraand impairs the confidence of the people. In part of the United States. It was an ungra taken during the late war. It is understood ra, with molasses—was off that port 10 days
the discharge of my duties, and, as I trust, in cious business. But it was necessary that it that the sum will pay the whole principle, since, Nov. ?3d, was boarded by the Colom
that ot yours, this view will be a leading one. should be done. And where will you find and leave a surplus (to no great amount) bian schr. Brutus, and treated politely—25th,
LL persons indebted to the subscriber
With the federal government we have a another man who would have had the bold towards interest—It was the best bargain that lat. 19, Ion. 55, spoke and supplied brig Wil
on Account, of more than one year’s
ness
and
independence
to
have
set
about
it
.
a most intimate relation, and thç reflection
could be made, and thus has terminated that liam, (late Morse) for St. Thomas.—Part of
standing, are requested to settle the same
If
these
things
are
true
let
them
have
their
^nust cost us all much anxiety, that if that
the crew of the Fame, are frozen, and one within thirty days—After which time all acbusiness.
government shall swerve from the pure prin proper weight, if not true, reject, them.
man badly hurt by a fall from the fore-yard cosibtG will 6e left with an Attorney for col
Nor
is
Mr.
IJolmes
without
respect
and
in

ciples of our revolutionary patriots, the sheet
It is understood that the governor and about 8 days since—The brig came to anchor lect:-n.
JOHN PARSONS.
fluence
at
Washington.
The
journal
of
the
anchor oi the safety of all this confederacy
Alfred, Jan. 5,1827.
Council have deemed it inexpedient at pres under Wood Island ; but parted one of her
Senate
will,
.shew
the
fact
—
At
the
present
-Will be lost. Although we have an appropri
ent, to appoint a special agent to attend to cables and put in here for a harbor.
ate sphere of action within which our cares moment he is on two of the most important the Massachusetts Claim. Every necessary
■will be principally employed ; yet it is one Committees in Congress, the Judiciary and. attention will undoubtedly be paid to the
Ar. at Newburyport, SOtfi ult. sch. Polly,
of our highest duties to add to the disposition, Finance ; and his appointment as chairman claim by the members of our state del Littlefield, Wells, wood.
LL persons considering themselves
to do right in that sphere, the vigilance oyer of the committee on the Claims for French egation in Congress, who it may be pre
Cid. at New-York, 28th ult. sch. Warren,
members of KENNEBUNK LIT
the common concerns of the Union which Spoliations, cannot fail to interest the mer- sumed, will keep the Executive advised of Perkins, (of this port) for Porto Rico.
ERARY & MORAL SOCIETY, are rewill lead us to give it all the security and aid chants df Maine.
its situation and will not fail to intimate when
Ar. at the Balize, Nov. 29, brig Mexico, queàfed to give information of the same, with
j
we can afford. We are bound under our rein their opinion it shall be requisite to consti Fairfield, 10 days from this port—At the in thirty dayà, to the Secretary ; as. the>
snonsibilily to God and man to repel every
tute a special agency. As the Council will Turn, 6th ult. ship Delos, Bragdon, of this will be assessed up to the present time in or
invasion .«of the Constitution of the United
assemble again to-morrow, and continue in port, from Boston.
der to entitle them to a share of its funds.
WtMweWuwWo
States, whether by the direct force of usurp
session during the sitting of the Legislature,
At Barbadoes, 3d hit. brig Tom, of Saco,
J. fi. LITTLEFIELD, Sec’y.
ing ambition or the artful approaches of conthe
appointment
of
an
agent,
when
necessa

for
Norfolk
in
6
ds.
Would
not
be
permitted
Jan. 6.
___________ .
SATWÜŸ, JA1T..-5,18^7. ~~ ry, can be made without much loss oi time.
str ion. We have therefore, the sacred duto clear except in ballast.
Pat.
t ; - volved upon us to ascertain 8t defend the
The Wm. Pope, from Wells, was lying off
Hpe of constitutional power ; 8s for that purThe Editor of the Kenndbunk Gazette,
St. Lucia, Nov. 26.
nose, we shall derive buHittle instruction from has the pleasure, once ihore, of presenting his
PHILADELPHIA, DEC. 28.
Ar. at Barbadoes, previous to the 27th Nov; ■'K’MT'ILL be distributed next Wednesday,,
the eloquent declamations or ingenious essays
One of the pilots yesterday morning pick sch. Philadelphia, from Saco.
If when the Cumberland and Oxford
patrons,
the
compliments
of
the
season
—
of any who mav demand ah accumulation of
ed up a man, in a yawl, in the neighbourhood
At Havana, 12th ult. brig George, Lewis, Canal Lottery will positively be drawn.—oower, because they wish to revel in its hon- wishing them a pleasant journey through the of the Point House. From the joint effects of this port, unc.
Tickets and parts in a variety of numbers for
c, 0 or to bask in its benefits. It is only requi present and many succeeding years—He of cold and intoxication, he was speechless ;
Brig Byron, from this port, touched at Barsite to hear the plain language of those who would also, tender the public his grateful but by proper attention was so far restored badoes 28th Nov. and sailed for St. Vincents. sale at
3. K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
<, died the Constitution into existence as a
to his censes as to be able to state that he be
Brig Maine, of this port, ar. at Leith, (Scot
Jan. 6.
rule for and a restraint on government. If acknowledgments for the liberal and increas longed to the brig James Lawrence, which is land,) in 35 days from Boston.
v
an administration, or a party shall pass away ing patronage afforded his paper, by adding now lying in the neighborhood of Reedy Isl
To all whom it may ConcMn.
we may be easily supplied again, but when many respectable names to his subscription and—and that he had been drifting about in
PROBATE ærOTXOO.
g HAVE for some time past against my in
the Constitution shall be undermined by Con list, the past year, and for thé general sup the river for the preceding thirty six hours.
fl terest been constrained to borrow money
struction, the people of the United States, as
His hands and his feet :were severely frost At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within very
frequently to meet my payments, and in
citizens of a republic, will be no more, and j port afforded him in the various branches of bitten. He has been sent to the Hospital.
and for the County of York, on the first ffianjr instances have been obliged to borrow
the best hopes of philanthropy will be extin his business.—He also assures them, that his
Tuesday of January, in the year of our money again to replace it.
best efforts shall be put in requisition to renguished.
.
.
Lord eighteen hundred anp twenty-seven.
From the Broome N. Y. Republican.
I wish to have it understood by those who
Those occupying the stations in which we i der his paper interesting and amusing, there
HEODORE DONNELL. Administra have had the indulgence of credit for from I
MELANCHOLY ACCIDENT.
are placed must have been led by the holy
tor of the estate of John Bowden, to 8 years, that I must and will be paid even
On Friday, the 8th Dec. Mr. Alson Stone,
nature of their trust to deep reflections on by endeavoring to merit the liberal and
late of York in said county, yeoman, deceas
their duties, and to well settled rules for the [ friendly support so generously extended to of Union, in this county, was killed by ed, having presented his petition for sale of at the expense of of losing all my customers ;
let the consequences be what they may l am
the fall of a tree.—He and several others
government of their official conduct.
him.
were in the woods at work, when they heard the real estate of said deceased, for the pay determined to collect these demands.
Discarding the base motives and paltry ob
ment
of
his
debts,
charges
of
administration,
1 am perfectly aware that so great indul
a tree crack and saw it fall towards them.
jects of factious men, our aim, I am sure/will
8cc. amouriting th two hundred sixteen dol gence in granting credit, is unparalleled in this
' be to render the greatest possible service to 1 In the preceding columns (although it re They sprang to avoid it, but the deceased, lars and sixteen cents.
part of the country.—All those persons who
the community, with as little evil as possible quired great exertions) we have inserted the unfortunately running in a line coincident
ORDERED, that the said Theodore Don
to any, even the humblest mortal who be Governor’s Speech entire.—It will not disap with the direction of the tree, was overtaken nell give notice to all persons interested, by have been indebted to me more than one year
will soon find my determination unalterable.
by it after he had got 25 or 30 feet from the
longs to it. As beings whose official lives
place where he at first itood. Whei taken causing a copy of this order to be published
JOHN LILLIE.
must be short, but whose consciences can point the highest anticipations of Mr. Lin
from
under
the
tree,
he
opened
his
eyes,
and
three
weeks,
successively
ta
the
Kennebunk
Dec. 30,
...
never perish, we cannot rationally do other coln’s warmest supporters.
was thought to t>e sensible of his sipation. ^Gaaette, printedat ken.'ebunk. th». they
wise.
wit
fca
be
held
■
■
but
was
unable
io
speak.
Ifeezpreft
in
to i _
In the discharge of
duties appropriate
Kennebunk, in said County, on the first Tues
bout thirty minutes'
exclusively to the office I hold, the advice
day of February next, at ten of the clock in
IiSGXSXiATOREi
Y the subscriber, for which a fair price
and testimony of others will often govern me.
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
will be given, 2 inch, and 2| inch Oak
Wednesday, January 3d, 1827, being
If any one, in this respect, shall deal with me
have, why the same should not be granted.
PLANK ; W. O. KNEES ; Floor and Rising
dishonestly, the hard and heavy crime of in ¡the day designated by the Constitution of New Paper. We have received the first •!
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
TIMBERS; W. OiBEAMS, from 18 to 25
juring a republic, must rest on his soul forev this State for the meeting of the Legisla number of a very neatly executed paper,
Copy—Attest,
feet long ; good Pine BOARDS, Cord Wood,
ture thereof, the members of both Branch from Gloucester, (Mass.) entitled the “ Glou
er, while mine shall be innocently free.
GEO.
THACHER,
Reg'r.
Corn, Oats and Beans.
es assembled in their respective chambers at cester Telegraph.”
ENOCH LINCOLN.
Jan.
6.
The above articles will be received for a
10 o’clock in the forenoon. The Senate was
Portland, January 4th, 1827.
The Stockholders of the Waterville Bank
short time in payment for debts, after which
called to order by Mark Dennet, and the are to have a meeting this day, to determine
Cash will be*expected, particularly from
House by Isaac Adams. The Governor the expediency of surrendering the charter
GOWW0A.TW».
those whose Notes or Accounts are of long
having been duly apprized of the presence of or to reduce their capital stock.
O
be
sold
at
Public
Auction
on
Thurs

standing.
WILLIAM GOOCH.
the members of the Legislature, met them
day the eighteenth day of January inst.
Wells, Dec. 27,1826.
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
There was a snow storm at Baltimore on
forthwith in the Hall of the House of Repre
at nine o’clock A. M. at the late dwelling
sentatives and in presence of the Council ad the 26th ult.
house of Mr. Jacob Curtis, of Kennebunkministered
the
oaths
required
by
the
ConstiFires. The large stone Factory in Paw
Mr. Holmes makes no pretensions to infal- j
deceased. Farming Utensils, on?e
to qualify them for entering upon the tucket, R. I. was discovered to be on fire, on Port,
Cow, Household Furniture, consisting of
libility. In the course of a long political life | tution
discharge
of
their
official
duties.
the morning of the 23d ult. It was occa Desk, Table, Chairs, Bed and Beding, to
he mav have committed some errors, but he
TOOR Sale by the subscriber, a
In Senate, a Committee having been ap
F FARM situated in Sanford,
has uniformly acted with a ww to the inter- pointed to receive, sort, and count the votes sioned by the beater’s coming in contact,with gether with many other articles not enumer
a
small
stone,
which
communicated
to
the
est of his constituents., whether he has uni- 1for President, reported the following results
ated.
containing about one hundred and
loose
cotton.
No
essential
injury
was
sus

formly promoted their interest or .not. Po —1st Ballot—Dunlap, 8—Williams, 7—Den
Conditions made known at the time and
seventeen acres ; now occupied
etical questions are often so complicatec, net, 2—2d Ballot—Dunlap, 8—Williams, 7— tained.—In Bristol, R. I. on the 26th ult. a place of sale.
ittlefield. Said farm will be sold a
ESTHER CURTIS.
that it is difficult to determine what course Dennet, 2—3d Ballot—Dunlap, 8—Williams, dwelling-house and barn were «consumed by
good bargain.
tVlLLIAM GOOCH.
Kennebunk-port, Jan. 3, 1827.
will best promote the honor, interest and I 7—Dennet, 1—Blank, 1—4th Ballot—Dun fire, together with three horses, hogs, &c.—
safety of the country. The most that can be | lap, 9—Ailli'ams, 7—Dennet, 1—and there- On the night of the 25th ult. a fire broke out
Wells, Dec. 27,1826.
______ ______
required of any man is, that he shall decide | upon Robert P. Dunlap, Esq. was declar at Saratoga Springs and consumed five build
according to the best means in his power, ed to be duly elected President of the Senate. ings—Part of the property was insured. To
and if time should prove that he has decided
npHE subscriber has many accounts oA ballot was theri taken for a Secretary, tal loss 4 to 6000 dollars.
r>Y the subscribers, a smart active young
wrong, it may be his misfortune, but it is not with the following result—viz. for Ebenezer
The persons who assisted in righting a. gig -1- pen, some of which have been standing
MAN to peddle tin ware.
his fault. Men are so constituted, that with ] Hutchinson,. 12, Seba Smith, 5, and Ebene- which upset in one of the streets ofN. York,' unsettled
for six years. He therefore takes
PORTER & HILLARD.
the same means of information they may. j zer Hutchinson, Esq. was declared to be duly last week, stole the cushions I
this method of informing all those who have
Dec. 30.
'
take entirely different views of the samei i| elected Secretary of the Senate. John Meraccounts open with him of more than six
thing, and be equally honest in their opin- rili. was chosen Messehger, and an order
months standing, that be shall expect them
settled previous to the 25th day of the pres
W Mr. Holmes honestly preferred Mr. Craw was passed that the Secretary be authorized
to appoint an assistant. The return of votes
ent month, and that should they neglect to
ANTED about twenty cords of good
ford for the Presidency. He was disappoint for Governor were brought in by the Secre
attend to this notice they must not complain
WOOD in payment^0
ed. What was it his duty as a good citizen tary of State and committees were appointed
should he resort to other and more coercive
to do ? Mr. Adams was chosen according' to to examine the same. Some cither affairs in
means to obtain his just due.
Dec. 30.
the provisions of the constitution, and was cidental to the organization x^ere attended to
He will also expect all Notes which have
entitled to be respected and supported as J and the Senate adjourned.
. become due previous to the 25th inst. to be
President of the United States. Should the
In the House of Representatives, John
paid, also all those who have promised Bark,
members of Congress who have been disap Ruggles, Esq. was re-elected Speaker, hav
Wood, Corn, and other produce, or Cash, to
he subscriber being in debt, is obliged to
pointed by the election of Mr. Adams com ing received 75 votes. James L. Child, Esq.
deliver the same prior to the above date, as
make a peremptory call, on all indebted
bine to sacrifice the honor, interest and saie- was re-elected Clerk without opposition, and
MARRIED—In Wells, on the 29th ult. by
would save themselves expense and the
to him, for immediate payment.
ty of the nation upon the altar of party ? Thomas L. Baker, appointed Door-keeper. Moses Clark, Esq. Mr. Timothy Wheel they
subscriber trouble.
Those who neglect settling their accounts
Should the character and dignity ot the Sen The other business transacted consisted chief wright, to Miss Mary Butland.
JOTHAM PERKINS.
until the last Tuesday in January 1827, will
ate be prostrated, not only in the eyes of our ly of the usual preliminary steps in the orIn Lebanon, Ml Thomas Greene, of Fran
Jan. 4, 1827.
be sued.
countrymen, but of the world, because some [ ganization of the Government.
conia, N. H. to Miss Sarah Peck.
BURLEIGH SMART.
of its members could not have their choice
In Parsonsfield, Dr. Nathaniel Pease, of
Kennebunk, Dec. 29,1826.
of men for President. In 1812 13 14 15, we |
Denmark, to Miss Martha P. Parsons.
thought the conduct of the federal party I
THURSDAY, 3AN. 4.
In Belfast, Mr. Ephraim Fellowes, publish
in the Post Office at Kennebunk,
wrong, because they united in a systematic
The committees on returns of votes for er of the Hancock Gazette, to Miss Mary
January 1,1827.
opposition to the administration oi Ml Governor reported therepn. The committees Tolman.
A. B. C.
Madison, when we needed all the talents and on returns of votes for Senators made a re
ORMERLY occupied by Abiel Kelly,
In Boston, Mr. Henry Timmens, to Miss ^APT. JOSEPH BURNHAM, Mary
resources of the country to sustain us against port that Nathan Weston was elected a Sen Elizabeth Hubbard Greene, daughter of
is now open for the accommodation of
Bucklin, Thomas Boston, Betsey Burn
a foreign foe. And I will ask, were they not ator in the County of Somerset and there was Gardiner G. Esq.
Teamsters and others.—There is attached to
ham,
2
—
Abigail
Curtis,
William
F.
Cad

said Cellar, a good barn for the reception of
in the wrong ?
a vacancy in Washington, and that Thomas
In Salisbury, England, by the Rev. Dr.
Mr. Holmes honestly behevedfhe Panama Vose and John Balkham were the constitu Hawes, Mr. Pearce, coachrhaker, aged 73, to man, Capt. Nathaniel Cole.
See
D. E. F.
Mission unnecessary, inexpedient and danger tional candidates to fill said vacancy.
N. B. An assortment of GROCERIES for
Mrs. Avery, of Salt Lane, aged. 71. The
Asa
Durrill,
Ezekiel
Emmons,
Jacob
Em

ous. Dangerous because it might lead to “ en
sale.
ROWELL SCRIBNER.
At about one quarter past 12 o’clock, the youthful pair were so deaf, that the patience
tangling alliances” with other nations. In- Senate met the House in the Representative’s of the Rev. Doctor was almost exhausted be ery, Timothy Frost 2, Oliver Freeman.
Kennebunk, Dec. 30,1826.
G. H. I. J.
expedient because it was calculated to excite chamber, when Enoch Lincoln, Esq. Gov
he could make them go through the
Daniel Gillpatrick, James Gillpatrick—
the jealousy of the European nations. Un ernor elect, came in, and in presence of the fore
ceremony.
Sarah Hovey, James Hatch, Sarah E. Hatch,
necessary because it seemed to him, to be Council, and both branches of the Legisla
Lydia Hellard, care of John Brown.
creating offices without employment. On ture, took and subscribed the oaths necessary
UST received & for sale cheap for Cash,
K. L. M.
this subject he has not changed his opinion. to qualify him tn enter upon the duties of his
OBITUARY.
by
WXX^^A^C -'JAFPOXW.
Eunice Kimball—Ebenezer Littlefied, Jes
He thought the administration was wrong office. His manner of pronouncing the oaths
Cash paid for Shipping and Hatting FURS,
se Larrabee, Hannah Littlefield, Daniel Lit
last winter in not meeting the terms ottered was so earnest, solemn and emphatic ,that it
tlefield—Hugh McCulloch, Esq. 4, Lemuel as above.
by Great Britain, relating to the West India i drew tears from the eyes of many of those
Dec. 23.
Miller, Joseph Mitchel.
trade, and he still thinks so. He has usually who were spectators of the scene, and were
N. O. P. Q.
taken the liberty to express his opinions, , duly affected by its moral sublimity. He
Capt. John Nason—Capt. J. H. Perkins,
whether they have been in accordance with then delivered from the Speaker’s chair, his
Michael Pierce, Esq. Samuel Pearsons.
the views of the President or not. and it is inaugural address, in an eloquent and im
ITH Occasional Prayers by Rev. J. Q.
R. S. T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
believed if he is re-elected he will continue pressive manner.
Sewall, of New-York, just received
Benjamin
Robinson
---Town
8c
Perkins,
to do so. He considers it the duty of Sena
and for sale by
JOS. G. MOODY.
American Pat.
Francis
Treadwell
—
John
B.
Wood,
John
tors to advise the President; to act with in
Likewise, BUTTER by the firkin, laid
DIED—In Limerick, Emma, daughter of
I
Wakefield.
dependence and firmness; to support him
down
in
June
with
salt,
salt
Petre
and Sug«rs
Mr. William Hasty, aged 16.
B. PALMER, P. M. ■ particularly for family Use.
where they can consciejftious.y, but to resist
in Waterborough, Mrs. Sarah, wife of Mr.
The
Legislature
of
‘
he
State
of
New-York
Jan. 6.
him when they think the public good re
Z^SO,
John Carpenter, jun.
quires it. The course taken by Mr. Holmes met at Albany on Monday last.
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Being the Fifty-ßrst Year of our Indefiendence.
■ cn
a

NEW GOODS.

I

Honourable the Justices of the Court
of Common Pleas, begun and holden at
Alfred, 'lyithin and for the County of York,
on the third Tuesday of October, A. 1).

By Authority of the Slqiie of Maine^

Caution to Trespassers and
THIEVES.

©OTQEBXAlTO & OZrOBD

^M/^HEREAS it has been the comml
AS just received and offers for sale, the KWUMBLY shew, Matthew Furey, of
u- Practlce of sundry persons to remol
tireea ’and carry away the under wol
following GOODS, at very reduced J1JL Boston, in the County of Suffolk, and
Ü a
CLASS No. NINE.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Yeoman,
ü
Tn«Trlha?ands ^hlch 1 recently purchased!
prices for cash, country produce or approved
and Anna his wife, that they are seized in her
credit.
Joseph Storer, Esq. and also fences and othffl
right in fee simple, and as tenants in common
Elegant Fancy Prints, Furnitures,
property to considerable amount—A rewal
œ
6000
tickets
at
<3
50,
is
#21.000
with Charles Nesbit of Lebanon, in said
Colr’d and White'Cam bricks, Linens ;
of ten dollars is hereby offered to any persj
1 prize of $3000
County of York, and others to your petition
is
^3000 who will give information, which will lead!
Elegant Vestings;
ers unknown, of one undivided fifth part of
1
Flag, Black and Fancy Silk Hdkf’s.
' 1100 conviction, of any of the offenders, or wh!
1100
the following described real estate lying in
Cravats; Cotton Flag Hdkf’s.; Ribands,
may commit the like offences in future—;
4
1000
1 2
JANUARY.
4 5 6 Tastes, Cords, Buttons;
4000 also
Berwick, in said County of York, bounded
otter a reward of ten dollars to any persol
6
200
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Ladies’and Gent, black,.white and coloured Westerly by Salmon Falls road; Northerly
1200 who will give information of the person 2
by the cross road leading from Salmon Falls
12
i Worsted Hose ;
100
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1200 persons who has taken the liberty of stealing
road to Ichabod Butler’s dwelling house,
18
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 Sewing Silks, Twists;
50
900 a quantity of oak and other trees from th
Black, blue, olive, claret Broadcloths .and Easterly by land occupied by Joshua Wiggin
property lately purchased of James Little
60
20
28 29 30 31
and
Samuel
Heard,
and
Southerly
by
land
of
1200 1 “e*d and Obadiah Littlefield, near Grea
Cassimeres; Satinetts ;
120
Daniel
Fall,
containing
about
thirty
acres,
10
FEBRUARY......
1200
ln. Kennebunk ; and a suitable rewari
...i 2 3 Plaids for gowns and cloaks ;
and that they cannot possess., occupy and
will be given for information wheih will leadti
4
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Silk and Cotton Imperial Stripes for ladies’ improve the said part to any advantage, 1800
720Ö
dresses, very superb.
the detection of persons who arein the prat
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Black, blue, drab and claret Silk and Cotton while the same lays in common and undivid
tice of taking in an unlawful manner, boards!
2022
Prizes.
ed
as
aforesaid,
but
wholly
lose
the
profits
Velvets ;
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
$21,000 timber and other property from the Saw.
Red, white and black Valencia Square and thereof : Wherefore they pray that notice
The tickets in this Class
xviiii Yard.—Any person who shall be detect
25 2.6 27 28
numbered
may
be
issued
in
due
form
of
law,
and
that
Long Shawls, very cheap.
from 1000 to 6999 and all the prizes will be eu in any of the aforesaid offences will be
MARCH.......
...1 2 3 Cassimere, do. Russia Diapers ;
their said part may be set off and assigned decided in the following
manner, viz: On the dealt with according to law.
•them ih severalty. And your petitioners day of the drawing six red ballots, viz. 1, 2,
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Brown Linens, Black Levantines ;
JESSE VARNEY.
shall
ever
pray.
Sinchaws,
Sarsnetts
;
Kennebunk, Dec. 8,1826.
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
3, 4, 5,6, will be placed in one wheel and in
MATTHEW FUREY ' the other forty white ballots, viz. 1, 2,3, 4, 5,
Striped
and
Plaid
Silks,
Italian
Crapes,
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 Tapes, Braids; Ladies’ Habit Gloves,
ANNA FUREY.
6, 7, 8, 9, 0, being four of each will be ’depos
By WM. & JOHN A. BURLEIGH,
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 Lined do.; Angola, Black, White and colr’d
ited. The drawing will then commence bv
■
Attorneys.
Q
Kid
Gloves,
very
cheap.
taking out one red ballot and three white,
APRIL.......... ...1
3 4 5 6 7
Bombazetts, Feather Trimmings for ladies’
and in this manner until all the ballots are
8' 9 10 11 12 13 14
Coats ; Wadding ;
STATE OF MAINE.
drawn out.
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 Gentlemen’s German Gloves for winter ;
YORK, ss. At the Court of Common Pleas
That ticket having the 1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th
begun and holden at Alfred, ivithin andfor drawn ballots in the same order in which
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 Do. Buck Skin Mittens & Gloves, Beaver do.
Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s black, white and
the
County
of
York,
on
the
third
Tuesdav
they are drawn will be entitled to $3000.
29 30
colr’d Silk Gloves;
of October, 1826.
y
In like manner—
cZ lot of excellent Connecticut or
MAY.............
..1 2 3 4 5 Stay Cord, White Jean, Shags, Plushes ;
ON the foregoing petition the Court order That having the 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, to $1100
that the Petitioner notify the said That having the 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, to 1000
Western CHEESE.
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Black and colr’d press’d Crapes ;
Marking Canvass, Dimoties, Buckram.
Charles Nesbit and all others interested in ' That
.
loww
having the 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, to
1000
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
ALSO,
the premises, to appear at the term of this; Thathavingthe 17th, 18th, 19th, 20th,’to 1000
20 21 22 23 24 25
Court, to be holden at Alfred, within and for i That having the 21st, 22d, 23d, 24th, to 1000
Yarn from No. 6 to 25 warp ;
27 28 29 30 31
County of York, on the second Tuesday ! Those tickets having for their three last fie:of February next, by causing the said Charles I uresthe 25th, 26th, 27th drawn ballots in the by Robert B. Thomas, for the year
JUXE.
...1 2 White & colr’d Threads ; Knitting.Cottons ; Nesbit
to k
bee serve
servedd with an attested copy of! same order m which
v ’ ’ they are drawn wilfbe
Brown Shirtings and*Sheeting;
ta
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Bleached do. very cheap ;
said Petition and this order thereon, and i! entitled each to
’ $200
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Damask Table Cloths do.; Cotton Batting. by publishing the same in the Kennebunk! In like manner—
Nov. 18.
.
«
successively ; the
th., : Those having the 28th, 29th, 30th ?
Gazette three weeks successively;
17 18 Ï9 20 21 22 23
said notice and the last of said publicapublica-;
cr the 31st,'32d,33d,
’<
100
24 25 26 27 28 29 3’0
tions to
be thirty xr
days at „least before
the said . Those havingthe
the SZth
34th,, 38th
35th,, 3gth
36th » Z>
Eyes for the Blind, a very extensive assort _
u Tuesday
......................
second
of February,
that
the said
JULY.
...1 2 3 4
6 7
ment, adapted to all ages and selected Nesbit, and al! others interested, may then
brthe 40th, 41st, 42d, $
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
with great care, white and green.
and there shew cause, if any they have, whv Those having for their two last figures the
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 Wood Saws with frames ; Slates;
Ov i., HU 1 CHINS, by note dr ac®f
the
prayer
of
said
petition
should
not
be
43d, and 44th drawn ballots, will be entiCloth, Floor, Head and House Brushes ;
granted.
tied each to
q count, are requested to call and pay the same
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 Trying Squares, Brass Rings;
Attest—JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk
Those having the 45th and 46th to
10 previous to the 15th day of December next.
29 30 31
Elastic and Iron assorted Knitting Pins ;
that time will be
A true copy of the said Petition and order These having the 2d, and 3d, to
jo 1rtre?an.d,s unsettled
Superfine
Needles,
Flat
Irons
and
Stands
;
AUGUST.
...1 2 3 4
thereon.
j
All tickets whose last figure is either of the lodged with an Attorney for collection ■
Rodgers’ Razors in cases offirst quality, and
Nov. 18, 1826. 1 & L- HUTCHINS.
Attest—JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
Ö 6 7 8 9 10 11
three first drawn white ballots, each be
•very cheap.
Dec. 9.
ing different, will be prizes of
$4
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 Razor Straps and Paste ;
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 Iron and Brass Headed Shovel and Tongs ;
Do. Andirons ; Polished Steel Tobacco Box preme JudiciabCourt to be begun and hold
26 27 28 29 30 31
in bank bills generally current in
es and Spectacle Cases;
en at Alfred within and for the County of drawing
this State. Prizes not claimed in 1 year after
SEPTEMBER,
Green, black & white handled Desert Knivesi
York, Sept. Term, 1826.
, J the
AME into the inclosure of ;
drawing
will not be paid.
and Forks ;
HUMBLY shews William A. Hayes and
2 3
4 5 6 7 8
the subscriber about six I
This
Class
will
be
dravkn
on
the
10th
day
Buck handled Table Knives and Forks ;
. William Burleigh, both of South-Ber of January next, at the Town Hall in Port
weeks since, a Stray HEIFER. I
9 10
11 12 13 14 15 Compasses ; Rogers’ superior double bladed
wick, in said County, Esquires, that they are land,
—
The
owner can have her by
at 3 o’clock P. M.
16 17
18 19 20 21 22
prov
Penknives ;
seized in fee simple as tenants in common
• • - - to paying
charges, on anTickets
and
parts
in
the
above
splendid
.cation
JOHN
LITTLEFIELD?
23 24 25 2?6 27 28 29 Rule Penknives, Jacknives ;
with Timothy Ferguson, of said South-Ber Scheme, in a great variety of numbers, may
Gilt Watch Chains, Breast Fins,
Kennebunk, Now. 21.
wick, Esqqire, and others to your petitioners
30
Opera Glasses, Writing and Letter Paper, unknown, of and in certain real estate situate be obtained at JAMES K. REMICH’S
OCTOBER ........... 1
Bookstore.
Persons
holding
small
prizes
in
2 3 4 5 6 Quills, Sauce Pans, Screws from | to 2j in
’ said South-Berwick, bounded and describ
the last class, signed by any vender in Port
inches ; Brads from 4 to 2 inches.
7 8
9 10 11 12 13
ed as follows. Beginning at the South East land,
are invited to call and exchange them
Sleigh
and
Tea
Bells
;
corner of land formerly occupied by 'Stephen
14 15
16 17 18 19 20
Orders by. mail (post paid) enclosing
Old English Shaving Soap, Snuff Boxes,
4
hurlow,
by
the
road
leading
to
Great
Works
21 22
23 24 25 26 27 Rasps, Files, Brass Plates forlooking glasses;
cash or prize Tickets will be piwnptly at »RIME BUFFALO ROBES, this day
River, thence running by said road South tended
Æ
received and for sale cheap bv
to, if addressed to
28
30 31
Buttons, Wrought Tacks;
Westerly one hundred and twenty rods to the
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
J.
DUNN,
Portland,
or
Iron
and
Silver
Plated
Table
&
Tea
Spoons
;
Dec. 9.
FOEEMBER.
cross road, thence North Westerly by said
...1 2 3
JK.
REMICH,
Kennebunki
Bed
Caps,
Cloak
Pins,
Bureau
Knobs,
4 b 6 7 8 9 10 Locks; Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Pocket cross road one hundred and thirteen rods, to
Dec. 23,
Aaron Varney’s land, thence North Easterly
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Books ahd Wallets very elegant.
ninety-six rods nineteen links, .thence South
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 A very elegant assortment of Gilt and Bronze twenty-four degrees East, one hundred and
HP HE subscriber having been appointed
framed
Looking
Glasses
;
Mahogany
fhirty-five rods twenty links, to the road, the
25 26 27 28 29 30
framed Toilette Looking Glasses.
place begun at. Also one other piece of land WHEREAS some person or persons not isL-r££ent of She MANUFACTURERS’
DECEMBER,
...1 & complete assortment of SHOES will in fu-1 on the west side of said cross road, beginning
regarding the law, and in violation of INSURANCE COMPANY of Boston, here
ture be kept by JOS. G. MOODy, at by said Varney’s land, on said cross road, every principle of justice, have entered the by informs the public that he is duly authori
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Boston prices, consisting of Ladies’ Moroc and running North twenty-six degrees west’ pasture of the subscriber, and wickedly and zed to issue Policies for the purpose of insur
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
co Boots, Leather WalkmgShoes, Morocco
wantonly cut down and carried away a large5 ing Dwelling Houses, Warehouses, Manufac
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 ' do. Men’s dancing Pumps, do. Calfskin twenty-nine rods to the Great Works River,’ numW
of young and thrifty trees, from two tories, Machinery, Household Furniture
thence by said river about sixty rods to Josh
28 24 25 26 27 28 29
Shoes, Women’s Morocco Slippers, Den ua Meder’s land, thence by said Meder’s to eight inches in diameter, the subscriber Meeting Houses, School Houses and all other
mark and Tasting Shoes, Ladies’ Patent land South Easterly about sixty rods to said will pay a reward of FIVE DOLLARS to kinds oi buildings,
Bo 31
Moccasins, a new article.-—Children’s cross road, thence by said cross road sixty- any person who will -give information so that
leather Shoes and Boots.
one rods to said Varney’s land. The said these pilfering trespassers may be brought to JIgainst Loss or Damage by Fire.
Every person effecting Insurance with this
Wl}
liam A. Hayes is seized of one undivided justice.
vv Ilham
eighth part, and the sail
He also forbids all persons cutting down Company will, in case of loss, however small
said’ William Burleigh of
nn
P
p
art
o
f
the
however small, or taking wood from be indemnified to the extent oi the same up
>> PALMER presents his grateful ac- Consisting of Plain and Pressed Decanters ; one undivided eleventh part of the above“des- any trees
’ 1
pasture, as he is determined toq^rosecute to the amount insured.
IL®© . knowledgments to his fellow citi Fenno, Tavern and Table Tumble rs, Wines, cnbed premises, that they cannot possess, said
„
,
' „
JOHN FROST.
zens, who generously assisted in removing his Salts, Lemonades, Custards, Jellies, Peppers, occupy and improve the said parts to any to the utmost rigor of the law every offender
Kennebunk, Nov.XI.
Vinegars, Chamber Lamps,
advantage, while the same lays in common who may be detected thus violating his rights,
building* on the 16th and 19th inst ; and Mustards,
Washington and Lafayette do. new patterns; and undivided as aforesaid ; but wholly lose without regard to persons, age or sex
would respectfully inform them that several Keg
do.
JAMES k. REMICH.
the profits thereof—Wherefore thev pray
chainshave been repaired at Mr. E. Chad
that
.„.1
_ r. '
J
Kennebunk, Deft, 16, 1826.
bourn’s Blacksmith shop, for which no own An elegant assortment of CROCKERY at that notice may be issued in due form of law,
very low prices.
and that their said parts may be set off and
FOR
ers have yet appeared. Some chains are
assigned to each of them in severalty—And
also missing which in the evening and in
»».
»EAST
’
S
youi* petitioners shall ever pray.
haste to separate were probably taken by
PATENT VEGETABLE
WM. A. HAYES,
persons through mistake for their own. One barrel cotton seed Oil recommended to
FOR SALE AT
WM. BURLEIGH.
be superior to Sperm Oil, that it is not
Those having such will do a favor by leaving
affected by the cold and burns with
them at Mr. Chadbourn’s shop.—A new nar
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
out smoke, at 75 cts. per. gall.
York, ss. At the Supreme Judicial Court
row Axe of Mr. Chadbourn’s make, with a
HE Pills which are now offered the Pub
Nov. 25;
new halve and marked B. P. near the poll, is
begun
and
holden
at
Alfred,
within
and
lic,
have
for
a
long
time
been
celebra

Hhds. of W. I. & N. E. RUM,
also missing, of which information is request
ted as a certain and effectual preventative
Blls. Am. and Cognac BRAN- for the County of York, on the third Tues
ed.
n
day of September, A. D. 1826.
! and cure for the Rheumatism. They will be
DY’ Old pnre Columbia WhisDec. 23.
1
also, for common use, the most safe,
key, of 5 ages; H. & American ON the foregoing petition the Court order found,
& BODWELL, have
that the petitioners notify the said Tim- effectual
*
and pleasant physic ever offered nLR REENOUGH
if1 , L Made ria, Sic. Dry Malaga, Calmanar,
received
Real Port and Currant W7INES ; Old Cher othy Ferguson and the tenants, and all other being composed entirely of vegetable materi
ry, White and Brown SUGARS ; TEAS ; personsmterested, to appear at the next term als, they do not predispose to take cold like Superior Black Italian Cravr
of this Court to be holden at York, within and other physic, may be taken any time, they
Cheese, Molasses, Chesnuts, Walnuts, &c.
for the County ofYork, on the last Tuesday give an appetite, assist digestion, and carry i
Wanted by the Subscriber,
of April next, by causing the said Timothy oft all crudities from the stomach.
with wide borders, and 4-4 and 6-4 Black
oi BARK, for which a
a few of these pills rtlv
are Italian Crape Square SHAWLS, which they
r erguson and the tenants to be respectively . ,If on taking
« cold
--------------Dec. 23.
< W £ajr prjce wiH bg given>
served
an attested copy
said A-Petitakenon going,to
bed, they VTwill
found lOto offer for sale at fair prices.
.
,with
. t
''“’KJ of the
****<••
---- O'
AAA be 1LJLI11V1
tionanrt
.1__ VV1til
. —. i¡/) ‘OhPrJltA
IrinAltr
ifVOV
r’ikA xjvau
__
__
er«
Nov. 18.
non and tniR
this nrrlpv
order thereon,
fourteen
days
at
°P
ei’ate
next clay,> cUJU.
and1 CcHT'V
carry
off
v.AViwn, A
’^U.1
UctVB
1----------- kindly the
OTT
RALPH CURTIS.
ZAT
8ENJLTE,
March
6,
1826.
Dec. 23.
least before
the,
said
last
Tuesday
of
April
a
py
bad
effects
which
might
have
remained
rSxr
♦.!__ ________: j-i
jA----v
,
next, ann
and by
publishing
the same rrin‘ the n+cnr.'k
Ken- of such cold
if thejr had not been
taken.
THE following Resolve, was, in concur nebunk
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, three
Families will find by a free use of these
rence with the House, referred to the weeks successively
; the last publication1 to pills, that one half, at least, of the usual serv
HE subscriber is under the necessity of
next Legislature, and ordered to be printed
informing those, who are indebted to
in all the newspapers that publish the laws oe thirty days at least before the said last ices of the Physicians may be dispensed with,
For Coughs, Colds and Consumption. of
1
uesday
of
April,
that
all
persons
interested
and
at
the
same
time
get
rid
of
many
chronic
him by note or account, that their dues must
the State.
may
then
and
there
shew
cause,tif
any
they
complaints,
which
cause
many
to
drag
out
an
be paid. This being the second" public No*
THESE drops have been faithfully proved
Attest, NA IH’L LOW, Sec. of the Senate.
have, why the prayer of said petition should unhappy life.
tice which he has given—he conceives that
by some of the most eminent physi Resolve for the establishment of a fund for not
be granted.
Y- riJTe^?T°X^XILLS are for sale at JAMES no one can entertain liard thoughts should
cians of this country, and found to be supe
fhe promotion of Learning.
A
ttest—JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
the
third come Greeting.
K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
rior to any medicines for the above complaints . RESOLVED that it is expedient that pro
GEORGE HOBBS.
that have ever been offered to the public. vision be made by law for appropriating the A true copy of said Petition and order thereon.
07
”
A
liberal
discount
to
those
who
buy
to
Attest—JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
Berwick, Oct. 7.1826
6m
They are composed wholly of native vegeta proceeds of sales of public lands, as a fund Dec.
sell again.
9.
bles, containing nothing which might injure for the promotion of learning in this State.
Dec. 2.
the most delicate constitution or even one in I he proceeds of said sales to be annually put
the last stage of consumption. They are a on interest, and the interest annually added
mild, soothing, palliative medicine for those to the principal, till it shall amount to one
who have confirmed diseases. Price 50 ctsl million of dollars, after which time the inter
LORD & KINGSBURY.
per bottle.
FISH ;
Y POLLOCK
INTER STRAINED SPERM OIL
est shall be annually applied to the promotion
Dec. 16.
of a superior quality, for sale by the
50
do.
COD
do.
For
sale
by
of
learning
in
our
schools
and
Colleges
in
CERLIEUS EYEWATER
subscriber.
B. PALMER.
such proportion as shall be directed by the
T?
u ;
T.
L Jefferds.
For Sore and Weak Eyes.
Legislature.
N. B. Also as above, a few quarter casks
Kennebunk-port, Dec. 16.
of first rate
Dec. 23.
Nothing has ever surpassed the efficacy of
this remedy. Price 25 cents per bottle.
GREENOUGH & BOD WELL,
The above Medicines for sale at JAMES
HAVE FOR SALE,
0ELIVERED
before
the
Benevolent
So

which
will
be
sold
to
families
by
the
keg
of
K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
1
HANDSOME China TEA SETTS,
ciety
of
Bowdoin
College,
Tuesday
10
or
15
gallons,
or
by
the
single
gallon
unus

Dec. 23.
HE subscriber gives notice to all whom evening, Sept. 5, 1826. The proceeds of the ually low.
JL O Cheap.
u p
Dec. 9.
he has any demands against to call, sale of this Address will go into the Treasury
Nov. 18.
settle, and pay according to previous engage
of the society, to assist indigent young men
ments if they wish to save cost ; those that m obtaining an education. For sale by
have engaged produce are requested to bring
o
L K. REMICH.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
it without delay. Those persons that have
Dec. 2.
HE demands of FRANCIS A. LORD
any demands against the subscriber are re
LL persons indebted to the subscriber by
are lodged in the office of the subscrU
quested to present the same for payment
Note or Account, are requested to call
ŸORK C0UNTY..OÄ7JYE.
ber tor collection, which may be settled with-»,
A
good
assortment
of
Justice
and
settle
immediatelv.
RALPH
CURTIS.
^aco, Dec. 12, 1826,
'
tf.
in thirty days, without cost to Debtors.
Tr
K
'
OLIVER BOURNE.
Blanhs for sde at this Office.
n
GEORGE HUSSEY.
Kennebunk-Port, Dec. 1,182S.
8yv.
Dec. 9.

Canal Lottery,

H

CHEESE

Domestic.

The Farmers’ Almanac

Hard- Ware.

Notice.

AL J &eTrnnffil? ie Jate firm

Stray Heifer.

C

ONE BALE

Notice to Trespassers.

A Çûrdf.

Fire Insurance.

Glass Ware.

Miniature Almanacs

Groceries.

1827,

Rheumatic Pills.

T

A new Article.

Bark Wanted.

HT’Notice.

Cerlieus Drops

T

100

Notice.

FREDW1C GREECE.

r

MAWTSES,

Hollow Ware,

FISH.

Eamp Oil.

COFFEE.

1500

COT-

W

China Ware.

Newman’s Address,

Currant Wine,

T

[EFNOTICE.^

A

Notice.

T

